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Nakajima Mineo
The Structure of Conflict and the Border Regions
The Sino・Soviet conflict is a composite of four levels of con:
frontation: nation-to・nat10n; state-to・state; party-to・party; and
government-to・government. The first is a confrontation of two
separate nationalisms; the second, one of national interest; the
third is ideological, a conflict over doctrinal orthodoxy; and the
fourth involves diplomatic relationship.
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Nation-to-nation conflict is probably the most deeply rooted
a nd historically inevitable. The meeting of the Russian and
Chinese peoples in the last three hundred years has been accom
panied by a great deal of friction. At no time has one side ever
held complete sway over the other, but both have been conquered
b� the Mongol Empire, and this shared historical nightmare is a
stimulus to their nationalistic emotions. The image of a powerful
Russian nation and that of the Mongol Empire seem to overlap in
the minds of the Han people, constituting a “threat from the
north，＇’ while, on the other hand, the Russians have always ab
horrcd the notion of a strongly unified China, calling it the “threat
from the southeast."
The second level of con flict, state-to-state, is over borders and
territories, and has contmued unabated since the Nerchinsk treaty

of 1689. This conflict is so tenacious that it quickly overwhelmed

the spirit of Leninist internationalism spelled out in the Kara
khan manifesto of July 19 19. With the subsequent rise of Stalinism
203
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and Maoism, the national interest of both nations was provided
with ideological }ustification, making the two nations increasingly
more incompatible.

The Sino・Sovie t rift has escalated from

theoretical dispute to confron tation in every phase of re lationship
between the two socialist s tates. (As ironic as it may seem, Taipei
and Peking are in total agreemen t as far as border and territorial
issues are concerned, paradoxical evidence that the confrontation
s tems from roots far deeper than the realm of ideology.)
The third level, party- to・party, is a variable factor in the con
frontation s tructure. In the fu ture, the two countries will proba b ly
exhibit the same degree of res torative capacity that they have in
the past to accommodate their doctrinal differences, but this, of
course, will depend on changes in their respective domestic sit
uations. The reason is that Sino・Soviet relations have a high
degree of correlation to factional s truggles within the parties, par・
ticularly in the Chinese Communist party (CCP). This, in turn,
means that ideological conflict will be a ffected one way or the
other by the outcome of the intraparty struggle or by changes in
leadership.
The fourth level, government- to-government, is a superficial
confron tation, and is the level most subject to internal political
changes. Following the death of Mao Tse-tung, the possibility of a
restoration on this level can be foreseen.
The ideological confrontation between China and the Soviet
Union became increasingly more serious, although covert, after
the beginning of de-Stalinization in 1956, and by the six ties i t was
an overt part of the conflic t on both the party-to・party and govern
men t-to・government levels. Nation- to-nation and state-to-state
conflict, however, date back long before the birth of the People’s
Republic of China. A number of potentially explosive issues began
to surface during modern China’s formative years-in the process
of the Chinese revolution in i ts broader meaning. The areas bor
dering on either or both of these two great powers, such as Mon
golia, Manchuria (Tungpei or Northeast), and Sinkiang, have often
been scenes of collision between Chinese and Soviet nationalism,
stages in their power s truggle for spheres of in fluence. In one way
the involvemen t of those smaller nations has been the source of
the historical dynamics in Sino-Soviet relations.1
Confron tation over the sovereignty of Outer Mongolia began at
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the time of the 1911 revolution and has continued on until today.

The declaration adopted by the second convention of the CCP
referred· lo the“liberation”or恥fongolia and the prospect of in

corporating Mongolia into a Federal Republic of China. Mao

Tse-tung talked about the issue in his interview with Edgar Snow
in 1936. The issue survived through the Yalta agreement of 1945,

the Chinese-Soviet Friendship and Alliance Pact of the same year

between Stalin and Chiang Kai-shek (hereinafter referred to as the
Chinese-Soviet Pact), the Smo・Soviet Treaty of Friendship, Al・

liance and Mutual Assistance of 1950 between Stalin and Mao

Tse-tung (hereinafter referred to as Sino・Soviet Treaty), and the
Sino・Soviet talks in 1954 during Khrushchev’s visit to Peking.

After the most dramatic series of strategic interplays between the
two powers, the problem is still not settled, insofar as the Mon
golians remain divided into the Mongolian People’s Republic and,
wi山in Chinese
Region.

territory,

the Inner

Mongolian Autonomous
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The memoirs of Otto Braun, who died recently, contam a

startling叫ose about his experience as an adviser to the CCP
during the latter part of the Comintern era.2 Braun says that Mao

Tse-tung’s strategy, involving Mongolia and Sinkiang, toward

the Soviet Union in the late 1930s was an ambitious attempt to

draw the Soviet Union into the war against Japan. About this
time Mao Tめtung’s repulsion of Stalin and the Comintern had

taken on clear shape. His anti-Soviet and anti-Stalin attitudes

probably deepened through the intense struggles with the Twenty-

eight Bolsheviks (including Wang Ming [Ch’en Shao・yUJ, Po
Ku [Chin Pang-hsien], and Lo Fu [Chang Wen-tien], and others),

an opposition faction within the CCP during the Yenan period in
the early 1940s. 3

On the fluid historical conditions of Sinkiang, which have now

become a focal point for Sino・Soviet border clashes, one need only
recall that there was a plan for an "East Turkestan Republic"

toward the end of World War II. Historically, however, Man

churia has been the most important stage for the Sino・Soviet

conflict. From the Yalta agreement and the Chinese-Soviet Pact
of 1945, all the way down to the Sino・Soviet Treaty of 1950,

both Chiang Kai-shek and Mao Tse-tung fought against but
had to yield to Stalin's demands for ice-free ports-Port Arthur
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and Dairen, and railways-the East China and Manchurian (later

Changchun) railways.

The Korean peninsula, on the other hand, has been the buffer

zone

for

China

and

the Soviet

Union.

This

was

obvious

when T. V. Soong (Sung Tzu・wen) was carrying out talks cen

tered on the Chinese-Soviet pact on behalf of the Kuomintang
(KMT) government, which had been dumbfounded by the

secret deals at Yalta; at that time the Soviet Union and China

were quick to agree on the“independence”of Korea, quite unlike

England and the United States. By its very nature, however, a

buffer zone can easily be sacrificed by the conflicting parties once

there is a change in the situation. I am inclined to believe that
there was such an aspect to the Korean War.

Sino・Soviet relations, nurtured in this particular historical

milieu, have had a highly dynamic background of strategic con

siderations4 and been the most important factor in the postwar

environment of Asia as well. Following the end of World War I I

American leaders had some historical insight into the possibilities
of conflict between China and the Soviet Union, but they were

unable to penetrate the heart of this conflict. The China White
Paper was a document containing many logical inconsistencies,

but in its introduction Secretary of State Dean Acheson did express
a view of China, not as subservient to the Soviet Union, but rather

as a potential Yugoslavia. If the United States had followed that

view of China and begun serious talks with the new regime after
the autumn of 1949, then perhaps the postwar Asian situation
might have been radically different. From diplomatic papers

recently made public, it seems clear that Mao had favorable feel

ings toward the United States in the late forties. When we com

pare them with his ill feelings toward the Soviet Union, we can

see that the United States could have realistically chosen such a
policy toward China.5

The Dilemma in the Yalta System
The Yalta Conference was held in February 1945 by the leaders

of Great Britian, the United States, and the Soviet Union to lay

out plans for the postwar international order. However, the Yalta

system had built into it elements that would bring about its own
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destruction soon a仇er the conference started. Within the frame

work of this unstable structure, the secret provisions concerning

East Asia were bound to create problems. Even before Japan was

defeated, the Soviet Union and the United States began to harbor
mutual doubts about the other’s intentions, and the postwar con

ditions of East Asia were decidedly influenced by those provisions.

The beginning of the Cold War in Asia is generally considered to

coincide with the outbreak of the Korean War, but in actuality the
conflict in Korea was more aptly the beginning of hot war in Asia.

The Cold War. had begun much earlier; even the failure of the
United States, Great Britain, and China to inform the Soviet
Union of their final ultimatum to Japan and the American in

sistence on keeping secret the existence of the atomic bomb were
part of the Cold War. A great deal of research has provided

material showing that although the United States knew Japan was

sending out peace feelers through Mos�ow, the Americans �ecided
to use the atomic bomb as a means to prevent Soviet participation

in the war against Japan as agreed upon at Yalta.

The Soviet Union pointed out at the Potsdam Conference that,

as indicated at Yalta, it would declare war against Japan after

the conclusion of the Chinese-Soviet Pact. Only two days after the
bomb was dropped on Hiroshima they sent adequately prepared

troops quickly into Manchuria and swept over the Kwantung

Army, disregarding the fact that the Russo-Japanese Neutrality

Pact was still in e町ect.S Although the Soviet Union had broken

its promises on East Germany and Poland that had been made

at the Yalta Conference, it kept its word in Asia. That meant

that the U.S. decision to use the atomic bomb involved a double
miscalculation, and by keeping the promises made at Yalta,

the Soviet Union won a dual victory: the country became one of

the victors in East Asia after only a week of fighting, and its Asian
policy was executed exactly as planned.

The biggest flaw in the Yalta agreement was that it made a

sacrificial object of China, which, although one of the victorious

powers, suffered most from the war. The agreement also miscalcu

lated the future of China and made no provisions for responding
to the rise of Chinese nationalism. The first American who recog

nized the dangers inherent in this secret agreement was the am bas

sador to Qhina, Patrick Hurley. However, Hurley failed in his

attempts to revise the Yalta agreement, and when the Kuomin-
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tang government discovered what the secret agreement was a bout,
they hurried！� dispatched T. V. Soong to Moscow for discussions
with the Soviets. Because of the power relations that existed at
that time and the East Asian situation brought about by the Yalta
agreement, China had no choice but to succumb to Stalin’s
arrogant attitude and make one compromise after another. This is
. clearly revealed in Chiang Kai-shek’s memoirs, which were re・
leased recently.7
The Chinese-Soviet Pact was signed on August 14, 1945, one
day before the Japanese surrender, just when the Soviet armies
had almost completely occupied all of the northeastern provinces.
Even though the treaty had been concluded on the basis of the
secret Yalta agreement, it was signed in such a hurry because the
Soviet Union wanted to carry out its intended Far Eastern strategy
without U.S. interference. In the exchange of notes and appended
agreement of the treaty, China had to recognize the independence
of Outer Mongolia and agree to the 30・year joint operation of the
Changchun railway, the joint use of Port Arthur, and the dec
laration of Dairen as a free port. In short, the Chinese allowed
czarist Russian interests in China to be restored more or less intact,
sanctioned by the Yalta agreement. J

This treaty was the basis for Soviet r elations with the Chiang
Kai-shek government right up until the establishment of the
People’s R epublic of China. (The Soviet embassy moved each
time Chiang moved his capital-from Nanking to Chungking,
Chengtu, and finally to his last capital on the continent, Canton.)
The Kuomintang government was continually threatened by the
possibility that Stalin would extend aid or recognition to the CCP,
and in order to prevent that eventuality, they had to concede
many rights to the Soviet Union. The Soviet Union was able to
skillfully take advantage of the K MT’s weak position, and wh en
the People’s Liberation Army (PLA) was pressing on to the
Yangtze, the Soviet ambassador was applying pressure to the
K MT government to concede rights in Sinkiang.s
It was p erhaps only natural that the Soviet Union placed
much importance on the K M T as the organization that would
hand over to the Soviet Union everything that had b een estab
lished or built in the territories occupied by Soviet armies. Within
only a f ew months after the occupation of the Northeast, the Soviet
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Union had transported to its own country the industrial facili
ties left bcl巾d by the Japanese as well as a �reat number of Japa
nese prisoners. The U.S. economic investigation team led by
Edwin W. Paulay estimated that the assets removed totaled U.S.
$858, l 00,000 and if the depreciation and replacement costs were
added, the白gure would surpass

$2 billion. Another estimate

brings the figure closer to $3.5 billion.

That Stalin concluded the Chinese-Soviet Pact with Chian� Kai
shek and maintained diplomatic relations was in line with his con
sistent refusal to recognize the CCP and with his professed view
that “all efforts would go into unifying China under Chian�’s
leadership.” There is a great deal of evidence of what Stalin
thought of the CCP at that time. It is very interesting, however,
that the present Soviet view holds that the many contacts the
Soviet Union had with the Chiang regime, including the 1939
commercial treaty, indicate that the .USSR has always had a
friendly attitude toward China.9 Not.only did Stalin continue to
recognize the K M T governm.ent, but he also underestimated the
capa bility of the CCP. Even during the civil war, on the ground
that the advance of the PLA would cause the United States to
openly intervene, he put all sorts of pressure on the CCP until he

somewhat modified his attitude in 1948. lO )

－＋.’·t,·
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Moscow Meeting
It is worthy of note that, given this situation, Mao Tse-tung gave
instructions to establish bases in the Northeast and strengthen the
party apparatus there as early as December 1945. 11 It even seems
�robable that Mao was then considering preparations for Soviet
intrusion and was being pressed to decide whether or not he
would bargain with the United States. It is significant that the
report made by Mao at the second p lenary session of the seventh
central committee of the CCP in March 1949 implicitly pointed
to a moderate line of accommodation with the United States.12
But later, on July 1, Mao declared that China would adopt a
“lean-to-one-side” policy in favor of the Soviet Union in his thesis
on the people’s democratic dictatorship.la He a bandoned the
Titoist alternative once and for all. That decision was very im-
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portant, and involved more complex issues than simply the idea

that“blood is thicker than water.”�h
＿ en.why did Mao Tse-tung
make that decision, having had bitter experience with Stalin’s

, China policy on both the state-to-state and party-to・party levels?

Just prior to the establishment of the Chinese People’s Republic,

Mao foresaw that Soviet aid and advice would be necessary for

nation-building. In addition to this obvious reason,several points
which form the background of the decis10n must also be men

tioned. First,there was a risk in selecting a policy of appeasement
toward the United States because of the power relation that ex

isted between the Soviet Union and China. To have taken that
course would have created apprehension about what Stalin would

do,judging from the way he acted in the past. Second,Mao had

to consider the situation within the CCP at that time. According

to Ch’i Pen-yi.i in his article“Patriotism or National Betrayal，＇’

written during the cultural revolution,14 in 1949 Liu Shao・ch’i
and his followers were contemplating turning against Mao and

were therefore even more inclined to be conciliatory toward the

United States than Mao. Third, and probably most important,

is that the decision resulted from a tactical consideration by Mao,
to build up a strong sense of nationalism vis-a-vis the Soviet Union.

Mao, now in place of Chiang, had the responsibility· for the

future of China and was worried about what would happen to

Manchuria and Sinkiang, seized under the Yalta agreement

and the Chinese-Soviet

:J.:>act.

�ea�i!1g t.<?. the Soviet Union side

<:an be seen then as a tactical move. E�.rlier,in July 1949, Stalin
invited Kao Kang,chairman of the people’s government in Man

churia,to Moscow without consulting the CCP’s leadership,and
a trade agreement was concluded between Manchuria and the
Soviet Union.15 This was probably an additional factor governing

Mao’s decision. Incidentally, the.re is no official mention of this

trade agreement in

pao

Jen刊in jih-pao,

but an editorial in

Tung-pei jih

concerning this pact was reprinted in the August 9, 1949,issue

of the official national daily. By contrast,the details of the agree

ment were reported in the July 3 1 issue of

/zvestija.16

Against a background of these events,Mao set out for Moscow

at the head of a group visiting the Soviet Union on December 16,

1949, immediately after the establishment of the People’s Re

public. He probably expected to receive his first warm welcome
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from Stalin as the leader of the Chinese revolution, but he was

also wary, knowing what had happened before, and burning with

the desire to totally reform Sino・Soviet relations. He felt that the

visit would be the starting point. Officially, the reason to go to

Moscow was to celebrate
. Stalin’s seventieth birthday, but it was

Mao’s first trip abroad. Stalin, at least on the surface, welcomed
Mao, but the reception was far colder than that accorded T. V.

Soong some four and a half years before.

Mao told a Tass reporter on January 2, 1950，“I expect to be

in the Soviet Union for several more weeks. The length of my stay
depends on how long it takes to solve the problems confronting

Chinese interests."17 This was an indication that the talks were in

trouble almost from the beginning. Mao Tse-tung finally signed the
Sino・Soviet Treaty on February 14, and he signed two other
agreements and exchange of notes before he returned to Peking on

March 4. It is rather unusual for the top leader of a country to

stay in another nation for more than two months and a halfso soon

after establishing his regime. Moreover, Mao was accompanied

in恥1oscow by Ch’en Po-ta, his political secretary, who was ex

tremely proficient in Russian. But by January 20, Mao called to
Moscow Chou En-lai, premier of the Government Administration

..

�υlu a ')-t

Council and concurrently minister of foreign affai"ts; Li Fu-ch

vice-chairman, Northeast (Tungpei) People’s goverrgn.同イYeh

Hsiu-chuang, minister of trade; and Wu Hsiu-le河irectοr of the

USSR and East European Department, Ministry of Foreign

Affairs. On Januar� 30, they were joined by Saifudin, vice-chairman, Sinkiang Provincial People’s government.

It is clear from the two additional agreements and the protocol

that were signed later that in these talks with China, Stalin again
demanded concession of rights from the Chinese, including ice-

s�バ

free ports and railways. We can easily surmise from the li

/
..

／ο

Chinese negotiators who later joined in the talks that t�羽ortheast and Sinkiang had again become important

�－

Further,

problems seem to have arisen over what to �イabout the trade
ag附m削concluded by Kao Kang for the Northeast.

j

�1�－ -f, � p L

China and the Soviet Union flaunted their monolithic unity in

the Sino・Soviet Treaty as well as making it an alliance that would
defend against any revival of Japanese militarism. It was a mili

tary alliance in which the United States and Japan were regarded
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as potential enemies, but in all of the pending questions between

China and the Soviet Union, the Chinese won concessions, at least

more than what was gained by the Chinese-Soviet Pact of 1945.

The treaty provided for the free return of the Changchun rail

way to China by the end of 1952, the withdrawal of Soviet troops,

and the return of facilities at Port Arthur after the conclusion of

peace with Japan or before the end of 1952 (in the case of war,

then the port would be used jointly). The problems surrounding

the port of Dairen would be left for discussion after the peace trea

t� with Japan. The talks indicate恥1ao’s strong sense of equality

vis-a-vis the Soviet Union and the strong impact of the victorious

Chinese revolution on Stalin. However, China had to go along

with the Soviets for a joint operation of enterprises to exploit petro・

leum and nonferrous metals in Sinkiang and to submit to Soviet
demands that the independence of Outer Mongolia be recogniz

�斗切

The 1950 Sino・Soviet talks must have left Mao half-satisfied

and half-frustrated, but at the tenth plenum of the eighth cen・

tral committee in September 1962 he made a confession in which

he said that“Stalin did not want to sign, but after two months of
further negotiation he finally signed.”18 It is clear today that at

private meetings in China as early as 1957 and 1958 Mao Tse-tung

revealed what went on in the Sino・Soviet talks. In January 1957,

Mao is quoted as saying，“Our opinions differed from Stalin’s.

We were ready to sign but he was not, and we demanded the Chi

nese Changchun Railway, but he wouldn’t give it back. But one

can after all take the meat out of the tiger’s mouth.”19 In the

speech of March 1958 he said，“Stalin and I argued for two
months in Moscow in 1950. Our attitude toward the Sino・Soviet
Treaty, the Changchun Railway, the joint-stock companies and

border issues was to hear the proposals that Stalin made first and

then argue with him over the ones that we did not like. The ones

that he would push vigorously, we would accept. We did this in

consideration of socialism’s overall interest. There remained the

problems of the colonial areas, Sinkiang and the Northeast. It

was not to be tolerated that foreign nationals live there. This
has now been solved.”20

At any rate dissatisfaction remained with Mao after the Moscow

meeting;

the establishment of the joint-stock companies

in

Sinkiang served as a new provocation and deepened Mao’S an・
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tipathy toward the Soviet Union. It was considered equivalent to a
policy of Soviet colonialism and later provided a basis for the crit
icism of Stalin. Moreover, the total amount of aid loans that the
Soviet Union promised China was only U.S. $300 million with
interest. At the signing ceremony, the Soviet foreign minister’s
attitude was like that of an arrogant alms-giver.21 Khrushchev said
in his secret report that “Stalin treated Mao Tse-tung like a
beggar.”22 In all probability Mao found the typical chauvinism
in Stalin and Vishinsky and felt extremely indignant at h eart.
Such was the true picture of the Moscow meeting-the meeting
projected to the world as the manifestation of brotherly friendship and monolithic unity.

_) :}=- :--1

Major Miscalculations in U.S. Asian Policy
While Mao was not totally satisfied with the Moscow meeting,
it gave the newly born people’s republic heightened prestige abroad
and ensured a more stable position for the CCP within the coun・
try. To do this, China 1brandished the unity of socialist nations
with the Soviet Union like an elder brother. It also had a d ecisive
e百cct on Mao’s view of the Soviet Union and .Stalin and eventu
ally brought about a new phase in Sino・Soviet r elations in which
China sought to equalize its position vis-a-vis the USSR.
The United States had abundant information on China, which
finally resulted in the voluminous China White Paper of August
1949 by the State D epartment. But the State Department was not
allowed to make full use of its wisdom. The White Paper was a
kind of self-criticism of the previous one hundred y ears of U.S.
China relations,23 but as the lofty introduction (Lett er of Trans
mittal) by Secretary of State Acheson shows, there was a logical
conf lict between the idea of China as a potential Yugoslavia and
the attitude that China was subordinate to the Soviet Union.
Acheson expressly charged that “the Communist l eaders have fore
sworn their Chinese heritage and have publicly announced their
subservience to a foreign power, Russia．．．．”24 On this point
as w ell we would have to say that the United States was unable to
understand what was behind Mao’s d eclaration of the “lean to
one side” policy.
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As American leaders witnessed the unfolding of events in China
with the esta blishment or the people’s republic and the flight or
the Chiang government lo Taiwan, they again pl込eccl their hopes
in the possibil ity of a new Titoism. By the end of 1949, they already
foresaw the仏H of Taiwan, but were prepared not to intervene.
Then in January 1950 President Truman made a statement call
ing for nonintervention in the Taiwan problem,21> followed by the
famous Acheson speech at the National Press Club on January
12, in which the secretary stated that the U.S. defense l ine went
through the Aleutians, Japan, Okinawa, and the Phil ippines, but
excluded Taiwan and Korea.26
Ir the United States had maintained that China policy, then
the result might have been very good, for a great a byss in thinking
between Mao and Stalin was emerging just at that time in
Moscow. But the conclusion of the Sino・Soviet Mutual Assistance
Treaty was a great shock to the United States. Two days after the
treaty was signed, on February 16, Acheson again said， “They
[the Chinese] were completely subservient to the Moscow regime，＇’
a clear statement of the“loss of China” theory.27 There is also
another way of looking at the shift in policy: the Acheson state
ment is part of the response made at the beginning of the commu
nist witch hunt by Senator Joseph McCarthy.Zs But basically,
what was occurring was the adaptation of part of the logical con
flict that existed within the China paper: that part which saw
China as su bservient to the Soviet Union. The concept of Tito
ization was maintained as a passive idea, an American hope, and
it never developed into any active policy, at least not during the
time that Mao and Stalin were locked in serious conflict. Then
the Korean War broke out.

大云l元、.）

The Korean War and China29
Hypotheses about the War
It seems that all the possible hypotheses about the origins of the
Korean War that could be presented have been, ranging from one
extreme that places total blame on Stalin to another that labels
the war an act of U.S. aggression. A great deal of study has been
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conducted to unravel the riddle of how the war started and to
analyr.c U.S. Asian policy and its dcci日ion-making process. When
it comes lo relations between North Korea, the Soviet Union,
and China, however, there is almost no empirical research except
some simplistic guesswork supporting a Sino・Soviet conspiracy
theory and theses on Sino-Soviet-North Korean collaboration.ao
D. Horowitz has taken a view similar to I. F. Stone's31 in ana
lyzing the causcs of the war in terms of American and South Ko
rean motives, and he admits that one can see, to some extent, what
was actually going on in Washington and East Asia just before the
outbreak of the Korean War because a relatively large volume of
information on the situation is available. But as far as Communist
motivation is concerned, it is impossible to evaluate what w司s
going on with so little inf
The most simplistic argument in favor of the Sino-Soviεt joint
conspiracy thesis is based on the prem\se that some arrangements
must have been made between Stalin and Mao Tse-tung in Mos
cow several months before the war戸But most of this conjecture
has been brushed aside by the ay
_ ailability of a clear picture of
what went on at the Moscow meeting.
_,,,- .－ペ戸、
In a book into which much time and effort h号s gone， φ説n
( V
senso no boppatsu [The Outbreak of the Korean War]vfiliinobu
Seizaburo e町ectively counters those who claim 少at the Soviet
Union, China, and North Korea cοnspired to 捗aft the war.34 One
possible bit or evidence that might 同u
日 ySfi
t
inobu’s view is that
during Mao’s stay in Moscow, a .o_rjk1<.orean mission also visited, led by Mao’5 friend Kim ゆt.Y-bong, permanent presidium
chairman of the Supreme People’s Congress.35But when we Cοnsider
what actually went on at the Moscow meeting, it is difficult to
believe that Stalin and恥1ao had the degree of trust in each other
necessary for a“conspiracy”that would start the Korean War.
Some subscribers to the joint conspiracy view also point to the
fact that a代er February 1950, the Korean troops that had partic・
ipated in the PLA were gradu叫ly incorporated into the North
Korean armed forces. However, a more persuasive interpreta・
tion of this troop movement might just simply be that it was the
return of Korean soldiers after the scheduled completion of
duties with the PLA.36 Another common contention among those
supporting the Sino・Soviet conspiracy thesis is that a secret deci・
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sion was made by which the Soviet Union had the responsibi lity
for providing weapons and China was in charge of sending
troops.37 However, this too proves to be groundless given the back
ground of the meeting and what was actual ly happening at the
time. As wil l be discussed in greater detail later, China today
criticizes the Soviet Union for having done nothing in the Korean
War except sell weapons. If �here had been some sort of agreement
between the two on the role that each would play in the war, then
China would undoubtedly be in no position to criticize the Soviet
Union now.
Another view is that some mention must have been made in
Moscow of the connection that the coming war would have with
the internationalization of the policy of armed liberation. Such
conjectures are taken from the fact that both the Cominform and
the CCP criticized the Japan Communist party in January 1950.38
However, even if Stalin and Mao discussed the problems of strat
egy for world revolution, they probably did not go beyond getting
the Cominform to finally recognize the “Liu Shao・ch’i Thesis”
for armed revolution in Asia39 as part of the “Way of Mao Tse
tung.” But we have to keep in mind that the “Way of Mao Tse
tung” entails not only aspects of armed revolution, but also those
of cooperation with the national bourgeoisie, as Liu Shao・ch’i
points out in his “ Internationalism and Nationalism.” B. T. Rana
dive, secretary-general of the Indian Communist party, and others
who criticized the “Way of Mao Tse-tung" and advocated a more
radical line were censured by the Cominform in March 195Q.40
J

China’s Frustration
As shown so far, it would be inaccurate to look at China’s in・
volvement in the Korean War in terms of Sino・Soviet conspiracy
or an assigned division of roles between the two powers. What
then was China’s position in the background of the war? This
question should be examined as thoroughly as possible, using the
evidence that is available.
First, attention must be directed to the fact that China is now
criticizing the Soviet Union in public for what happened in their
relations during the Korean War. China is clearly indignant. One
of the earliest examples of this attitude dates from July 13, 1957,
right after the sudden shift was made from the Hundred Flowers
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campaign to the anti-rightist campaign. At the National People’s
Congress, leaders of the democratic parties each had to make a
self-cr it icism of their part in free speech during the Hundred Flow
ers campaign. In critic izing h imself for statements made against
the “lean to one s ide" policy, Lung Yiin, vice-chairman of the
Nat ional Defense Counc il, admitted that he had spoken out fervent
ly against the role of the Soviet Un ion during the Korean War.41
Following the self二crit icism, Lung was temporarily relieved of
h is position, but after Sino・Soviet relations had definitely turned
for the worse. he was returned to the Defense Council in December
1958, sho

↓ ing

that by this time the government had officially

endorsed h is crit icism of the Soviet Un ion. During the Sino・Soviet
d ispute of 1963, the Chinese pos ition toward the Soviets was made
public in an article in

Jen-min

jih-pao. “ We have always made

the necessary sacrifices and stood at the front-line in the defense
of socialism so that the Soviet Unioff can be kept at the second
l ine."42 Then, in the “Letter to th� Central Committee of the
CPS U from the Central Committee of the CCP” of February 29,
1964, the CCP said that during the Korean War，“We made a
tremendous sacrifice and spent enormous sums of money for mil
itary purposes . .. . We have paid all principal and interest on
loans from the Soviet Union at that t ime.

.

. . hi. a iding the Ko

rean War and fighting against the United States, no free aid was
ever ofe
f red by the Soviet U nion."43 This is exactly the same kind
of idea that Lung Yiin voiced against the Soviet Union, but here
it is presented in an official context. More recently, in January
1972, officials of the Sino-Japanese Friendship Association told
members of a Japanese labor delegation from Sohyδ（General
Council of Trade Unions of Japan) and Charitsurδren (Federa
t ion oflndependent Unions) that “the Soviet Union is a merchant
of death. China sent a volunteer army to Korea wh ich gave both
blood and life in battle.All the Soviet Union did was sell weapons.
Not only did they take the money for those weapons, they also
collected interest.”44
These Chinese statements are indicative of how strong their
displeasure is toward the Soviet Union’s conduct during the Ko
rean War. Some idea of what the feel ings of Chinese leadership
were toward the Soviet Union at that time is shown by the fact
that there were high tones of praise for the Kremlin at the August

I, 1950, anniversary of the PLA, but no mention whatsoever of the
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Soviet Union at the same event in 195 1, after China had cnlcrcd
the war.
According to a 1960 RAND Corporation study on Chinese
motives for becoming involved in the Korean War, the Chinese
entered the war neither in collusion with North Korea nor from
pressure exerted by the Soviet Union.45 The MacArthur strategy
was the trigger for China’s part1c1pat1on.46 Perhaps a more basic
reason was that if China did not enter the war during this period
of unstable relations with the Soviet Union, the danger existed
that Soviet armies would again enter the Northeast, which was
under the control of the pro-Stalin Kao Kang.47 As Edgar Snow
says, one result of the participation of Chinese volunteer armies
in Korea was China’s being branded the aggressor by the UN却
It also made the People’s Republic much more dependent on the
Soviet Union, but more than that, it allowed the USSR to avoid
direct intervention and continue its role as a “merchant of death.”
Both these things were ample reason for the strong Chinese an
tipathy toward the Soviet Union. One other important point is
that during this course of events, the liberation of Taiwan was
indefinitely postponed.
The Korean War was a great sacrifice for China. While it
was developing a stronger system of preparedness to fight a war
of resistance against the United States and to help Korea, the
Chinese were also upgrading their level of domestic and national
unification. Unification was a by-product of preparations for war.

三＂.n可＇ 1（、叫））

China and the Korean War
It can be inferred, then, that China, rather than actually play
ing a part in fomenting the Korean War, was caught totally un・
aware when the war started. That this was the case is shown by
three separate facts.
On June, 30, 1950,just five days a氏er the war had begun, China
proclaimed its land reform law. Considering the importance of
national reconstruction, particularly the years of effort that the
CCP had expended on land reform, leads G. Paloczi-Horvath to
conclude that there was almost no reason for China to start a
war.49
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Peacetime) of part of the PLA solely for domestic co1i struction.so
Thcr】two days b山re the war, on June 23, 1ie gave the opening

address to the national committee of the People’s Political Consultative Conference. His statement was devoted to the t0o trials
＼
of land reform and war, saying that “the trial called war is 号ome・
thi時that belongs totally to the past.”51

\
向ost
important domestic problem yet to be resolved: the li beration\ of
Tibet and Taiwan. Only with the li beration of.these two ar �s
The third point is that China at that time considered its

could the Chinese revolution be considered complete. In
1950, the PLA li berated Hainan Island, and in May the

islands were secured. The next o bjectives were Tibet and Tai

·

·

荷主

The li beration of Tibet was begun in October after the Korean

War was well under way. There is a great .deal of evidence, however, to show that the plans for attacking.Taiwan had been made
so that the invasion would take place during that summer.52 The
November 6 editorial in

Jen-miりih-pao comments

on the entrance

of China into the Korean War in late October, saying that there
was a great deal of argument within the nation as to whether or
not China should participate.53 Apparently, a number of people
opposed th巴intervention.
Stuart Schram says that it is inconceivable that Mao could have
had his nation involved in the war before June 25.54 Allen S.
Whiting says that there is no clear proof that China interfered in
planning and preparations for the Korean War.55 My own re
search leads me to agree with these views. The outbreak of the
Korean War was a great surprise to China. Another important
bit of evidence lies in the fact that neither Chinese newspapers
nor radio carried any prepared reports on the war on the first
day. It was not untjl two days later that the war was announced
in the media.
My hypothesis is that the Korean War was part of Stalin’s
overall international strategy, especially as it related to Asia and
China policy. China had just completed its revolution and was
still刷led with fresh passion. It participated in the Korean War
not only because it confronted an emergency situation of defend
ing the fatherland, but also because it was led by a sense of mission
-,--,
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to defend the socialist camp. Bu t it led to China’s becoming fu l ly
drawn into Stalin’s s tr ategy, with which the Chinese grew ex・
ceedingly discontented.

In re lation to this, it is necessary to look again at the Sino・Soviet
meeting in the early part of 1950. Stalin had to confront Mao’s
fervent nationalism and was not able to get the Chinese to acc ept
all of his demands. Since the United States had not eomp lete ly
abandoned the policy of regarding China as a potential Yugosla
via, Stalin’s worries and suspicions increased. In this regard , Mao
s aid of Stalin that “he suspected that after we won the revolution,
China would become like Yugoslavia, and I would be another
Tito. ” 56
If the memoirs of Otto Braun are correc t in saying that Mao
w an ted to draw the Soviet Union into the war a�ainst Japan by
keeping the situation in northeast Asia in a volatile state of con・
fusion,57 then i t seems that the situation was reversed during the
Korean W ar. S talin’s strategy then was to weaken China through
protracted military conflict which would be confined to the Ko
rean peninsula and the Chinese m ainland. From the beginning,
S talin predicted that China would enter the Korean War, and he
at least knew that the war would make the Mao regime even more
dependent on the Soviet Union � With the ability of hindsight, we
can see what was going on in Sino・Soviet relations at the time, and
i t can be quite reasonably surmised that the Sovie t Union’s boy
co tt of the UN Security Council from January 1950 until after
the Korean War began was a strategic move. They calculated to
first boyco tt the council on the pretext of pressing for recognition
of China, while knowing that the United States would in tervene
in the war and the Chinese would send in troops .
The situation in Korea was such that conflict could break ou t
in the form of a war for national liberation,58 but although the
internal situation was an indispensable catalyst, i t is very di fficult
to imagine that North Korea had nothing to do with the Stalinist
strategy. After S talin’s death, a ceasefire w as o btained through
Chinese diplomatic e fforts. Right after the ceasefire, H o K a-i and
others of the Moscow group in North Korea were purged.59 In
China as well, those with close connections to the Sovie t strategy
in Korea, including Kao Kang, were purged.so Takin� all these
facts into consideration, we can see that, as G. Paloczi-Horvath
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says, the Korean W a r was started by Stalin’s Soviet U nion and
ended by M ao’s Ch i n a.6 1
This study of the various events at that time thus c rosses the
bord e r of conject u re and gives us a fa i rl y adeq 凶te gl i m pse of re

al ity. I b e l i eve th at the ev�nts l e ad i ng up to the Korea n W a r,
wh ere Ch i n a was u navoid ably drawn into Soviet strategy and p aid

a g reat p rice i n both lives a nrl money, a re important factors in
understanding the a b rasive c riticism that China makes of the
Sovi et Union todav.
’
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